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E Q L= +
E Q L= +
Q = Flash (optical) energy detected by LIS
U = Flash energy undetected by LIS 
E = Q + U = Total Flash Energy
β = Q/E = fraction of total energy detected  by LIS
tiny	absorbed
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What do you do for GLM ?
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LNOx production from kth flash
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LNOx Production for a region/period
this estimative term not needed 

















TRMM/LIS  Mean Q per flash (fJ/flash)
• 2014  added to the record
• 2015 partial year + issues, so not used
• Generally a downward trend (drop in 2001 
mostly due to orbit boost)
• Upward trend starting in 2011
• Strong increase in 2012 drought (these are 
per flash results)
drought year
drop mostly from orbit boost
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TRMM/LIS  Mean 𝛤𝜆𝛥𝜆 per flash  ≡  ℇ (mJ/flash)
• Monthly Plots: Maxima occurs in January but 
this is all normalized (i.e. per flash values)
• Jan max possibly indicative of large current 
+CGs and/or small vertical optical depth, 





TRMM/LIS Mean LNOx Production per flash  ≡  𝜦 (moles/flash)
drought year
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TRMM/LIS  LNOx Production P (megamoles)
drought year
• Since this is total LNOx production, time-
series trends are now modulated by the flash 
count … so peaks are in the summer months 
(see monthly plot). 
• Previous plots were normalized wrt flash 
count.
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